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Abstract
Although shared software repositories are commonly
used during software development, it is typical that a software developer browses and edits a local snapshot of the
software under development. Developers periodically check
their changes into the software repository; however, their
interaction with the local copy is not recorded. Local interaction histories are a valuable source of information and
should be considered when mining software repositories.
In this paper we discuss the benefits of analyzing local
interaction histories and present a technique and prototype
implementation for their capture and analysis. As well, we
discuss the implications of local interaction histories and
the infrastructure of software repositories.

1. Introduction
We are interested in mining local interaction histories of
a software development team to help coordinate their activities and to coordinate the change and use of project artifacts.
A software developer’s interaction with a software repository includes editing source code but also involves actions
to browse or locate source code. We are interested in recording and analysing this interaction, which we refer to as the
developer’s local interaction history. Our principle motivation is to use this information to support awareness in team
based software development.
Developers normally change a local copy of the software
under development. Periodically, the developer will synchronize their changes with the shared software repository.
Although a portion of the developers’ interaction with the
local software artifacts may be recorded for the purpose of
undoing changes and for recovering from previously saved
versions, the interaction is not recorded in the shared repository and is incomplete when considering awareness support.
In our approach, as a developer changes software artifacts the different versions are recorded in a shared
‘shadow’ repository and analysed with respect to the struc-

ture of the software. Hierarchical containment of language
entities (the structure of the software) is modeled separately
so that we can track changes across the language entities.
For example, we can track changes to a method across
classes and packages. We use this strategy to monitor API
(application programming interface) change and usage.
Mining local interaction histories has a number of potential applications, including:
• Coordinating team member activities. Monitoring
changes to an API and monitoring API usage may be
useful in supporting team awareness during software
development. (The focus of this paper and our current
prototype implementation.)
• Identifying refactoring patterns. Analysing local interaction histories may be useful for identifying novel
refactoring patterns and coordinating refactorings that
affect other team members.
• Coordinating multiple file undos. Tracking changes
with respect to the structure of a software system may
provide software development guidance when undoing
a set of changes.
• Identifying browsing patterns. Local interaction history includes the developer’s searching, browsing and
file access activities. Analysing this browsing interaction may be useful in supporting a developer locate
technical expertise or exemplars.
• Project Management. Recording the changes a developer makes to software with respect to communication logs or project plans may prove to be fruitful for
organizing and managing a software project.
The next section discusses background and related work,
focusing on coordination and communication issues in software development. Subsequent sections describe our approach and prototype. The implications of mining local interaction histories and the infrastructure of software repositories is discussed with our future research directions in the
paper’s conclusion.

2. Background and Related Work
Collaborative software development presents difficult
coordination and communication problems, particularly
when teams are geographically distributed [6, 8, 10, 12, 13].
Even though projects can be organized to make individual
developers partly independent of one another, dependencies
cannot be totally removed [10]. As a result, there are often situations where team members duplicate work, overwrite changes, make incorrect assumptions about another
person’s intentions, or write code that adversely affects another part of the project.
These problems often occur because of a lack of awareness about what is happening in other parts of the project.
Unfortunately, current development tools and environments
do not make it easy to maintain awareness of others’ activities [1]. Awareness is a design concept that holds promise
for significantly improving the usability of collaborative
software development tools.

2.1. Collaboration in Software Development
Collaboration support has always been a part of distributed development – teams have long used version control, email, chat groups, reviews, and internal documentation to coordinate activities and give and gather information
– but these solutions generally either represent the project
at a very coarse granularity (e.g. CVS [3]), require considerable time and effort (e.g. reading documentation), or
depend on people’s current availability (e.g. IRC).
Researchers in software engineering and CSCW have
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coordinating actions, managing coupling, discussing tasks,
anticipating others’ actions, and finding help.
In a software project, knowledge of others’ activities,
both past and present, has obvious value for project management, but developers also use the information for many
other purposes that assist the overall cohesion and effectiveness of the team. For example, knowing the specific
files and objects that another person has been working on
can give a good indication of their higher-level tasks and
intentions; knowing who has worked most often or most recently on a particular file indicates who to talk to before
starting further changes; and knowing who is currently active can provide opportunities for real-time assistance and
collaboration.
On software projects, awareness information is currently
difficult to obtain from development environments: although some of the facts exist (e.g. from CVS logs) there
are currently no low-effort means for gathering them. A few
research systems do show awareness information (particularly TUKAN [12] and Plantı́r [11]), but little support exists
in more widespread environments.

3. Project Watcher
ProjectWatcher is a prototype system that gathers information about project artifacts and developer’s actions with
those artifacts, and that visualizes this awareness information in the Eclipse [5] development environment (Figure 1).
ProjectWatcher consists of two main parts – the mining
component and the visualization plugins.

Figure 1. ProjectWatcher in the Eclipse IDE;
Figure 1. ProjectWatcher in Eclipse. Visualvisualizations are at lower left and upper right.
izations are at lower left and upper right.
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ten. Second, we show a summary of the activity history for
each artifact with a small bar graph drawn inside the object’s
rectangle; bars represent amount of change to the class since
its creation. Finally, more information about an artifact can
be obtained by holding the cursor over a rectangle: for example, the name of the class and a more detailed bar graph,
along with details about the state of the class compared to
the CVS repository.

4.2. Proximity Awareness
Following on from a basic understanding of others’ activities is the question of proximity – that is “who is working
near to me?” in terms of the structures and dependencies of
the software system under development.
The notion of distance to another person has not been
studied extensively, although it has been explored previously in Schümmer’s TUKAN [12]. We have developed
a visualization tool (Figure 5) that makes it easier to see
proximity-based groups. Once actions are mapped to the
dependency structure, the graph is presented in visual form
with people’s locations and proximities made explicit.

Figure 5. ProjectWatcher graph view showing
packages, classes, methods, and call dependencies.
When the user holds the cursor over a class, the
dependencies for individual methods appear.
Graph nodes are coloured (by developer colour)
according to recency of edit.
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5. Conclusion
We have presented a system for mining local interaction
histories to help address some of the awareness problems
experienced in distributed software development projects.
The system observes a software developer’s activities in a
software development environment and records those actions in relation to the artifact-based dependencies extracted
from source code. Visualization plugins represent this information for developers to see and interact with. Although our
prototypes have limitations (particularly in terms of project
size), they can provide developers with much-needed information about who is working on the project, what they are
doing, and how closely linked two developers are.
Our experience suggests a number of directions for mining software repository research, including:
• Content. Research on awareness often monitors a
software development teams’ interaction with a shared
software repository. Unfortunately, the granularity of
check-in and check-out is usually too coarse to adequately monitor change. This suggests that the content
of shared software repositories should also include local interaction histories.
• Rapid incremental processing. For our purposes it
is important that the computation of source facts and
their resolution be relatively efficient to support interactive visualizations.
• Robustness. Our analysis may process source that is
currently being edited and so the source may not be
well-formed. We require that fact extraction and resolution needs to support analysis under ongoing change.
Our future plans with the system involve both improvements and new directions. With the current system, we plan
to continue refining our representations and filters to determine how the information can be best presented to developers. We currently visualize source code that is in the process of being edited, and therefore the source code may be
inconsistent, incomplete and frequently updated. We are
investigating techniques for improving the robustness and
performance of the mining component and visualizing partial information given these circumstances.
Longer range plans involve extensions to the basic ideas
of project artifacts and interaction histories. We plan to
extend our artifact collection to include entities other than
those in source code. Many other project artifacts exist, including communication logs, bug reports and task lists. We
hope to establish additional facts to model these artifacts
and to use the new artifacts and their relationships in the
awareness visualizations.
We can also extend our use of the interaction histories
to other areas. For example, recording developers’ interac-

tion history and extracting method call facts from the source
code provides us with basic API usage information. We
can present this information in a future plugin to provide
awareness of technology expertise. A developer wishing to
know how to use a particular Java API feature may be presented with a list of developers who have used the feature
frequently or recently. Alternatively, the visualization plugin may present this information overlaid on the project’s
dependency structure.
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